CORNERSTONE
CONNECT
Improve employee
productivity and
social collaboration

U

nnecessary silos, endless emails and unproductive
meetings are costing organizations more than just time
and money—they’re also draining employee potential. It’s time
to completely reimagine employee productivity. Introducing
the newly-designed Cornerstone Connect, a powerful social
technology that helps employees collaborate better to get
work done. Improve execution in critical business functions
and allow everyone to contribute to teams and strategic goals
much more effectively. Seamlessly blended with learning,
performance and recruiting activities, Connect enables a level
of productivity never before possible.
Cornerstone Connect is exactly what modern organizations
need to accomplish so much more by connecting employees
and enabling everyone to find experts and knowledge relevant
to their everyday work.

Improve Employee
Productivity
Break down organizational
silos and mobilize employees
to collaborate and contribute
to specific projects and tasks
and share knowledge.
Watch as employees
accomplish more.

Drive Team
Alignment

Reach Goals
Faster

Accomplish more together
through organized task
management, project
to-do’s, social feedback
and team goal setting.
Enable teams to work
smarter-together.

Employees have the power
to complete projects
faster and appreciate each
other’s work, collaborate
online, and streamline
communication - all in
one place.
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Provide employees with
comprehensive tools
for communicating,
collaborating and completing
tasks all within the
Cornerstone Unified Talent
Management Solution.

Universal Profile
• Employees can manage their profile
and bio
• View all talent activities in one place
from Recruiting and Learning to
Performance Management
• See social feedback from managers
and peers

Task Management
• Manage and assign team tasks
to improve productivity
• Collaborate on team projects
and goals
• Track progress and projects
holistically

Activity Streams
• Real-time activity updates across
people, places, projects and content
• Personalized view of task and actions
• Learning, Performance and
Recruiting activities

Social Collaboration
• Allows employees to collaborate on
projects and tasks
• Provide employees with instant feedback
and social badges
• Enforce a culture of continuous coaching
and alignment
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Cornerstone OnDemand is a leader in cloud-based applications for talent management. Our
solutions help organizations recruit, train, manage and connect their employees, empowering
their people and increasing workforce productivity. To learn more, visit csod.com.
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